Summary: The Gond community is considered to be one of the most ancient tribes of India with a continuing history of several thousand years. They are also known for their largely isolated history which they have retained through the millennia. Several of their intellectual traditions therefore are a record of parallel aspects of human intellectual growth. It still preserves its original flavour and is not homogenised by later traditions of India. In view of this, they provide a separate window to the different currents that constitute contemporary India. In the present study, we summarise their mythology, genetics and script. We then investigate their astronomical traditions and try to understand this community through a survey of about 15 Gond villages spread over Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. We show that they have a distinctly different view of the skies from the conventional astronomical ideas which is both interesting and informative. We briefly comment on other aspects of their life as culled from our encounters with the members of the Gond community Introduction:
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Gonds are the largest of Indian tribes with a net population between 4 and 5 million spread over north Andhra Pradesh, eastern Maharashtra, eastern Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand and western Orissa (Deogaonkar, 2007 p 14-17) . While their precise history cannot be dated before 890 AD (Deogaonkar, 2007, p 37) , their roots are certainly older.
Origin of the Gonds
Mehta (1984) has studied the Gonds from different perspectives and also their history and mythology in detail (Mehta, 1984, p 105 -166) . Based on linguistic studies, Mehta (1984, p 168) considers them to be an ancient community. It is believed to be one of the oldest tribes in India whose roots go back to pre-Dravidian arrival in south India around 2000 BC (Mehta, 1984, p 214) . Mehta (1984, p 185) identifies later Bramhinical influence on their stories. Based on ideas of Totem poles and other signs of early religion (Mehta, 1984, 197 -199) he makes a very strong case to consider them to be one of the earliest inhabitants of Central India with the core in Kalahadi region of Orissa (Mehta, 1984, 215) . Interestingly however, the Gonds consider themselves to be later entrants into the God's world through the penance of Shiva's son Karta Subal (Mehta, 1984, p 177) . It is also suggested that they were descendants of Ravan (Mehta, 1984, p 205) . Aatram (1989, p 141 -143) has suggested a connection between the Gonds and reference to Kuyevo tribe mentioned in Rig Veda.
History of the Gonds (Deogaonkar, 2007, p 34-55) suggests that they occupied large stretches of land in central India and were its primary rulers from 1300 to 1600 AD (Deogaonkar, 2007, p36) . However, one of the conspicuous aspects of the Gond lifestyle has been that they did not transform from primitive farmers to urban, settled population until very recently. They did not settle down as formal civilisations in cities with large trading practices and large non agricultural population. This may have been due to a lack of need to create surpluses, conserve resources and specialise the population groups (see e.g. Vahia and Yadav, 2011) . The reason for this needs to be studied separately.
Sociologically, Gonds ruled large parts of central India before the rise of the Mughal Empire in Delhi. Several forts and other residues of Gond kingdoms, suggest their dominance over Central India during the period. The fact that they built forts and not castles also suggests a lack of desire to move from agricultural roots to urbanisation. Their current lifestyle is also indicative of farming traditions rather than aggressive kingdom building. The impact of aculturalisation from their original roots and subsequent integration into respective state linguistic and religious traditions has resulted in a new strong desire for revival of original traditions and group identity.
Geographical spread of Gonds.
Gonds are mainly divided into four tribes, namely -Raj Gonds, Madia (Maria) Gonds, Dhurve Gonds, Khatulwar (Khutwad) Gonds. Deogaonkar (2007, p 15 -16) quoting Mehta (1984) lists the major areas of Gonds to be: Their population size has increased from about 1 lakh in 1860's (Deogaonkar, 2007 p 23) to about 32 lakhs in the 1941 census (Agrawal, 2006, p 35) to 41 lakhs in 1961 (Deogaonkar, 2007, p 13) . Compared to this, the population of India as a whole rose from about 25 crores (of undivided India) in 1870 to 36 crores 1950 36 crores and 49 crores in 1965 36 crores (Maddison, 1989 p129) . The relatively steep increase highlights the fact that the Gonds have essentially lived in low density population groups over large tracks of land with low life expectancy. However, a change in this trend and integration into the larger civilisation and resultant changing lifestyles has all resulted in increased survival of the population.
Genetic and linguistic data of Gonds
Genetically they are a mix of Dravidian and Austro Asian population (Sahoo and Kashyap, 2005; Balgir, 2006; Gaikwad et al., 2006; Pingle, 1984) while some genetic markers are unique to this population. In particular, two genetic marker loci D3S1358 and FGA show departure from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in Gond tribe. These are also markedly different from those of seven neighbouring populations (4 tribes and 3 castes -two middle castes and one Deshasth Brahmin) (Dubey et al., 2009) indicating that the Gonds have kept their genetic isolation with little intermixing with neighbouring tribes.
Linguistic studies of Gondi language show that Gondi tribes comprising the Madia-Gond, a hunter-gatherer population, harbour lower diversity than the Marathi tribal groups, which are culturally and genetically distinct. The Proto-Australoid tribal populations were genetically differentiated from castes of similar morphology, suggesting different evolutionary mechanisms operating upon the populations. The populations showed genetic and linguistic similarity, barring a few groups with varied migratory histories. The microsatellite variation showed interplay of socio-cultural factors (linguistic, geographical contiguity) and micro-evolutionary processes. Gond culture and language therefore should be considered isolated and not severely contaminated or modified by interaction with other tribes. This evidence of isolation therefore permits us to study their indigenous beliefs without having to account for contamination.
Religion and customs of Gonds
In religious terms, they are known to have nine distinct groups of gods whose lineage is followed by all Gonds. Their primary God is Bada Deo or Mahadev (Pen) who is conventionally thought to be Shiva of the Hindu traditions. However, at operational level, these are nine groups gods and are referred to by numbers (1 to 7, 12 and 16). References to twelve gods (from 1 to 12) named simply as Undidev saga, Randudev Saga all the way to Padvendev Saga (10 th God), Pandunddev Saga (11 th God) and Panderdev Saga (12 th God) can be found. They also have names. Each Gond is a follower of one of the numbered groups of gods. Members belonging to the lineage of even numbered group gods are permitted to marry only those belonging to odd numbered group of gods but this tradition is changing now. In addition, they have further subdivisions by surname and gotra. Conventionally they are believed to have 750 distinct gotras, a number that is marked on their flag (Kangali, 1997, p 183 to 185).
They have 24 major festivals 2 as listed in table 1. The last column gives the approximate Gergorian Month since the synchronisation of solar and lunar months is done periodically. In a specific year, the new and full moon may fall in the previous or next Gregorian month than mentioned here. Their customs also vary significantly from the classical Hindu customs. Conventionally, they bury their dead with the head of the body facing equinox south in most traditions but west in some traditions. They consider north to be a direction of ill omen that brings disasters. By contrast, south is considered to be a holy direction. This is the reverse of the Hindu conventions. A small stone marks the location of burial. However, traditions of creating hero stones closer to home and common community worship are also known. In one community, we were also given reference to other gods which include Kali, Kankali, Maikali, Jango, Lingo, Jari-Mari, Maanko, Tadoba, Vagoba, Guru, Pahandi-Kupar (Kangali, 1997) . Their primary temples worship snakes and Mahadeo but temples dedicated to weapons and other iron tools and memorials of Rani Durgavati can also be found. The primary symbol of worship is a complex fertility symbol (figure 1). It is interpreted as having a feminine representation at the bottom followed by the male lingam with Earth and the Sun on top, all interconnected in some representation and shown separately on flags etc.
FIGURE 1: THE RELIGIOUS SYMBOL OF THE GONDS

Gond Script
There is significant confusion about the existence of a Gond script and both Deogaonkar (2007) and Mehta (1984) suggest that there is no Gond script at all. However, we came across examples of Gond writing at several places. We found examples of calendar being made in Gondi writing 3 with the first sheet (figure 2) discussing the Gondi script. In line with unique feature of scripts of the subcontinent, it also merges the vowels and consonants to create complex signs which require careful reading but can retain the subtle aspects of pronunciation. The page reproduced here, and the calendar, has the writing of names and numbers related to the calendar in original script, its transliteration and translation. As an example, we list the days of the week transliterated from Gondi in Table 2a and in Table 2b we list out the names of the months. It is claimed to be the original text but it is not clear when and how its present structure was finalised. Stylistically, the script is significantly different from other Indian scripts including Indus, Devnagari and Dravidian group of languages though it admits of signs for consonants such as 'Na' which are no longer used in Hindi but is common in Marathi. We got three different calendars from 3 different regions of Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. The calendar in Andhra Pradesh was wholly in Telugu while the one from Maharashtra was in Gondi and Marthi, and the one in Madhya Pradesh was in Hindi and Gondi. The numerals used in the calendar are given in table 2c. In the listing of months and days, the calendars of Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra agree in detail (except for some obvious printing errors) but differ significantly in the sign for the numbers 5 and 6. The Gonds have separate names for numbers 1 to 10; after that they use the system of tens first followed by the numerals (i.e. 10 and 3 for 13 not 3 and 10 which is used in Hindi for example). Deogaonkar (2007, p 123 -130) has briefly discussed the myths and folk literature of the Gonds while Mehta (1984, p 167 -306) has discussed their myths and subtle regional differences in detail. Interestingly all the recorded myths are related to terrestrial aspects. Stories of Great Floods (Deogaonkar, 2007, p124) and virgin birth of the goddess are very common (Mehta, 1984, p 186, 189 -90) . Mehta (1984, p181) considers the Gond hero Lingo to be the equivalent of Moses of the Jews who, with the mercy of the Bada Deo, his wife and Gangudevi the Great Goddess, freed them from the curse of captivity to freedom. The Bada Deo (also called Pen) is freely interpreted as Mahadeo and Shiva as synonymous to Bada Deo by Mehta (1984) . He even refers to his wife as Parvati but this association is not obvious. The image of the Bada Deo differs from the conventional image of Shiva in many significant ways. For one, he is a creator who, after having initially banished the Gonds for bad behaviour turns around to assist them to the extent of taking on rivalry with Indra (Mehta, 1984, p 180) to create the Gonds. He also assists Lingo in a variety of ways.
Myths of Gonds
However, in the records of Gond myths and beliefs, both Deogaonkar (2007) and Mehta (1984) make no mention of astronomical or cosmogonical ideas. The closest they come are in the discussion of the Great Floods or the inability of the "Sun, Moon and Stars to assist Lingo in locating the banished Gonds" (Mehta, 1984, p 184) . They take the terrestrial world to have been in existence forever and their land being the land of seven mountains and twelve hills (Mehta, 1984, p 178) . They also suggest that the Earth is held on the head of Patar Shek (Mehta, 1984, p 187) . The Gond calendar from Andhra Pradesh (see footnote 1) states that according to the Gonds, "
" (The gift of nature, which gives astronomical, magnetic and gravitational pull makes the earth move from right to left, that is, in anticlockwise direction). Beyond this, there are no records of astronomical ideas of Gonds.
However, since they held sway over large pieces of land and administered them, they must have had calendrical and other time keeping systems. Such systems are rooted in astronomy and hence observational astronomy must have been an important aspect of the science of the Gond people. Since they were never integrated into the dominant cultural and population groups of India until recently, their knowledge presumably contain the seeds of an independently developed ideas and perspective of the universe. In order to understand this, we studied the astronomical knowledge of the Gond people. In the present study, we focussed solely on understanding their astronomical traditions and ideas. As we have observed in our study, the limited description of Gond mythology is only a partial truth and that the skies form an integral part of their life as would be expected. Present study.
From March 25 to 31, 2011 we visited about 15 Gond villages distributed around Nagpur region in the states of Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh, covering 6 of the seven regions mentioned in section 1.2. In figure 3 we have given the path followed by us. In table 1 we give the complete list of villages visited and the people we met.
FIGURE 3: MAP OF OUR TRAVEL AND VILLAGES VISITED BY US.
We visited 15 different villages spread over a distance of 2000 km. sampling Gond populations in Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. The details of the villages visited and the astronomical knowledge received from individual villages is given below. In order to ensure that both of us were talking about the same region of the sky, we had carried a laptop and a LCD projector. Whenever found necessary, the sky was projected on the walls and constellations were confirmed. While this was successful on most of the occasions, there were villages where the audience could not fully identify with the projected sky. The villages visited by us are given below. which means a broom. It is the weapon of Great God Bhimal Pen called Bhimal-Saat. He uses it to cleanse the sins of the world and is therefore thought of as a good omen. Their burial practice is in the South -North direction but a special undercut is made near the head so that top soil is not dug up near it and the head is slipped inside. They know that the length of the day changes during the year. They also know the four directions as Silalin (East), Farayin (West), Kalvada (North) and Talvada (South). They are familiar with southward and northward movement of the Sun over the year and its relation to seasons. (80), Astronomical knowledge: Shukra (a canonical star that appears at sunset in the east) is called Jevan-sukum. They know Tipan (belt of Orion), and next to it is Medi (It is a star pattern where there is a bright star in the centre and other stars in a circle appearing like a setup to crush grains etc. using a bullack locally known as Khala. Constellation association is unclear) and Tiva (meaning a stool on which a farmer stands to clean the grains by dropping them on the ground in wind is identified with a constellation pattern just south of Sirius). They have rudimentary knowledge to predict seasons by star formations. They know a constellation called Katul (meaning a cot) as part of the constellation that we recognise as Saptarshi. The first four stars that make the cup of Saptarshi are the Katul and it is imagined as a cot with 4 legs made of precious metals correctly identified as gold, silver, inferior silver and copper. The last three stars of Saptarshi are called Kalher (meaning thieves) and represents three thieves who are trying to steal the cot when the old lady falls asleep. Hence the old lady never sleeps (possibly indicating that the constellation never sets -as was the case in these parts till 1000 BC when saptarshi was partly circumpolar). They know another constellation that they calle Samdur (a quadrilateral probably Auriga) which indicates arrival of monsoon). A constellation they call Kotela (meaning tool shaped like cricket bat to beat the grain out of husk), most probably Pleiades (but can be Taurus). They also identify Koropdera (tool to make buttermilk) but its modern equivalent is not identified by us. The constellation of Koropadera is a good omen. They also know Michu (scorpio) which is the same as modern constellation of Scorpion. They know the names of the 4 directions. Here we spotted rainbow and they called it Kamarpatta. Milkyway as Sagur or road. They were aware of Gondi numbers from 1 to 7 (8 onwards is Marathi). They buried the dead in North -South direction with the head to the north. (60) Astronomical knowledge: This village had the most detailed memory of astronomy. They gave us the names of 12 months and the adhika maas (intercallery month). They know Saptarshi as Katul (old lady's cot) and Kalir (thieves), Milkyway as Path of Animals (Dhor Sari). The location of Saptarshi at Sunset is used for calendrical purposes. They know that there are 3 star combinations for 3 seasons. Season 1 has the constellation of Murda in which they identify not only the body, but also the complete funeral procession of stars that order: duf (drum bearer), shika (procession leader), Murda (dead body) and a group 4 Ladavya (weeping women). It rises around 11 pm early in this season. This star combination is to the north (east?) of Scorpio (whose bite produces the Murda) and extends across the sky. They know a constellation Purad or Hola -a bird and its two eggs -probably stars below Serius. They know Pahat sukum (meaning morning star) which is alpha Aquila identified from projected star chart. Season 2 has the months of Budbhavai, Akhadi and Divali. During this time you see Samdur (Sagittarius?), Tipan (Orion), Topali (Lipus). Season 3 is from Kartik to Maho and the constellations are Medi (rising at 9 to 10 pm) -central star of Khala (grain crushing device), Tiva (stool), Kotela (bat). In June at sunrise they can see Tipan (belt of Orion), Topli (Gamma and Beta Orion), Samudar (alpha, beta, gamma and Kappa Casiopia), Kotela (Lipus?), Medi (Taurus), Tiva (Canis Major) -confirmed by night sky projection. They know that monsoon arrives when Tipan appears at sunset. They know the Orion sequence with Kotela (a bat for thrashing grain) identified with modern day Lepus and can identify a basket (tokali). They know comets as Kayshar (broom -Pleiadis) and shooting star as star excreta (sukir pelkta). Milkyway is also called Dhor Sari Marg (path of animals). A month is called Vata. One month is new moon to new moon. Northern direction is considered inauspicious.
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Village: Kharmat State: Maharashtra Location: Post Kharmat, taluka Pombhurana, District Chandrapur, via Rajura, Kothari, Gondpimpari, Kharmat, 57 km from Rajura (GPS location 19 48' 6.5" N and 79 39' 1.3"E).
Date of visit: 26 March
Persons contacted: Sitaram Kisan Madavi (75), Sambhashiv Shivarama Madavi (62) and eleven other members of the Gond tribe. Astronomical knowledge: They know Katul, Jevan Sukum (the first star seen in the east at night indicating dinner time). Similarly there is Pahat Sukum (last star to be seen in the west at sunrise), Naagarda (Orion), Sagur (Milkyway) seen at midnight, Irukmara (star seen at 3 am) which indicates the season of collection of Mahua (Madhuca longifolia). They know a constellation Kutpari or Mogari which they identify with modern Pleiadis, and refer to comet as Kayshar (broom) and shooting star as Chandani Pelkta. They know the 12 months of a year, intercallery month after completing 3 years, can count till 7 in Gondi and after that in Marathi. They call Sun as Purbaal, Moon as Nalend, East as Sukral. Their burial is in the North South direction. They still remember a flood that occurred about 3500 years ago. At the end of the floods crows bring soil to create the earth and hence crow is worshipped. They 'predict' monsoon by clouds in the west. New Year (Nava saal) starts at Gudi Padwa.
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VIllage: Wamanpalli State: Maharashtra Location: Post Lathi, Taluqa Gondpimpari, District Chandrapur. Via Gondpimpri, Dhaba, Sonapur. 35 km from Gondpimpri on the banks of Vardha (across the river from Andhra) . Date of visit: 27 March Persons contacted: Sainath Kodape (28 -Village Sarpanch), Kawdu Raju Gadaam (70), Urkudabai Sukru Veladi (65), Bhiva Kondu Talandi (66), Ganpat Dharma Sedmake (78), Urkuda Paika Sedmake (60), Gopala Tanu Madavi. Astronomical knowledge: They know that stars are called Sukum, they know the constellation that was called Tipan by others by a different name and call it Naagarada (meaning plough) identified with the modern day belt of Orion. They know Saptarshi with an imagery and mythology that is similar to other regions namely, the cot is called Sedona Katul, and the three thieves are called Muvir Kaler. They correctly identify pillars of the cot. In the sky they can also see Irukna Mara (tree of Mahua Madhuca longifolia), Pahat Sukir (morning star), Jevan Sukir (evening star), Dhruva (clearly as a later thought and addition since Gondi has no word or reference to it and many other villages denied its existence), Kutpari (pleiades), Kayshar (broom -comet), Milkyway as Pandhan or Sagur or Murana Sagur (path of animals), Their list of months is the same as the generic list. New Moon to Full Moon is called Avas, from Full Moon to New Moon it is Punvi. Lunar calendar is followed. Intercallery month. Shooting star is Sukir Pelkta (star excreta). Moon is called Nalen. Burial is South North. The burial is far from home but a memorial stone can be set close to home with terracota or wooden horse that is worshipped for generations when convenient. None of these memorial stones we saw were more than a hundred years old indicating that ancestor worship is forgotten after a generation or so.
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Village: Khadaki State: Maharashtra Location: Post Mendha, Taluka Nagbhid, District Chandrapur. Via Nagbhid, on NagbhidMendha -Khadaki path. On Nagpur -Brahmapuri Road about 12 km from Brahmapuri. Date of visit: 27 March Persons contacted: Sheshrao Mansaran Naitam (38 Up-sarpanch), Narayan Bisan Madavi (70), Barikrao Sitaram Naitam (65) Astronomical knowledge: They know Shukra as a generic evening star, Tipan (Orion), Mongari (bat -Pleiadis), Jevan Chandani (first star of evening), Saptarshi, Scorpio (Vinchu), Comet as Kayshar (and is vaguely regarded as a portender of bad luck), Milky Way (aakash ganga), meteor shower (ulka). They believe that the world moves counter clockwise as do whirlwind and whirlpool, and the oil extracting bull run grinding device common in India as well as the planets. Their burial is in the South -North direction in the East of the village. This choice seems to have been made more out of local geographical conditions rather than some custom. Burials include personal utensils and other belongings. Now a days they put dolls made from edible flour. The grave of an old man is marked by vertical stone. while other graves are left unmarked. They worship their ancestors in the form of horses. They know intercalary month. (70) andHimmatsing Mohan Uikey (40). Astronomical knowledge: They know morning star rising at 4 am and evening star. They say that Nangar (plough) rises every evening. They know Katul and Kalhad (Saptarshi). They know Pleidis as Kayshar (Bahari) the broom. They know Jewan tara (a late evening star). They think pole star rises at 4 am. They know Nangar but think it rises every evening or morning. They know Saptarshi. They refer to Pleidis as Kayshar. They know falling star as star excreta, have heard of comets but don't know much.They can idenify the month. They know that a month is from new moon to new moon and every third years is 'Dhonda' year when a month is added. No marriage can occur during this month. They know of the glow around the moon and can identify it. Sun is Din and moon is chandal. Haven't heard of eclipses. Can count till 7 in Gondi. They bury their dead South -North. Astronomical knowledge: They know of pole star that is seen every day. They know Sedona (Old woman's) katul (cot) and Kalhad (Mund kalhed i.e. thieves). They know Nangar that is like a plough. They know Kotela. In addition they know of Purad and Mes (a bird and its egg) as the stars east of Sirius. The story goes that the man in Orion throws stones in the form of Pleiadis so that by trajectory it will fall on the bird and kill it. The story does not record if he succeeds. They know evening and morning star. Can count till 7 in Gondi. They claim that Aimdi is 10, Padi or Padivakati is 100. Can count 12 months of a year and the leap month. They bury their dead South -North. They know comets as Jhadu and shooting star as star excreta. They call rainbow as Gulel -bow of bow and arrow. They know the glow around the moon. They know Pada din (increasing day), and Chirdur day (decreasing day). Milkyway is Sadak and they have heard of the script.
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Village Kopariya State: Madhya Pradesh Location: Post Ramnagar, Block Mohagaon, Tehsil Mandala, Julla Mandala Date of visit: 30 March Person contacted: Shivsingh Charusing Parateti (70) Astronomical knowledge: They know Nangir (Orion), can point it out and know that it rises around 8 pm in April and brings rains. They know Dhruvtara and Mangal tara which is morning star. They know Poyi (a noble man), his wife (poyatar) and his kotwal as the 3 stars that form the tail of Saptarshi. The Kutil is the path of salveshan and the three approach it for their personal salvetion after doing good deeds on earth. They know morning and evening star. They have heard of Scorpio and know Pleiadis as Kotela. They know Sun and Moon as Dinaal and Chandal aand. They know comet at baahari (broom). They know shooting star as Tara Urungta. They know the glow around the moon and its interpretation. A month goes from new moon to new moon. But in contrast they claim that each month has fixed 30 days. They do not know that a month is added after 3 years. They bury their dead South -North.
14 Village Sailakota State: Madhya Pradesh Location: Post Kanhiwada, Block Seoni and district Seoni. Salaikota is 26 km from Sivani. Date of visit: 31 March Person contacted: Sabalsingh Kaureti (72) Astronomical knowledge: They know about Saptarshi but are confused about the story. They know Bahri and pointed it out in the sky to be Pleiadis. They know the Sun as Din and Moon as Chandal. They know the Milkyway and know shooting stars as a soul falling back on earth. They know comet as a broom (bahari). They know glow around the Moon and can interpret it correctly in terms of its relation to rains. They don't know of eclipses. They can count a little in Gondi and can recite the months. They know that the Gondi lipi probably exists. Their burial is in the South -North direction. 
Analysis of observations
In table 2 we have listed major aspects of astronomy known to them. We mark the villages in which the specific information was reported in table 3. In most cases, the information is corroborated from more than one village, though in some cases, the precise detail of the name label may vary depending on the local linguistic influences. It is believed that the first four stars of the Saptarhi form the bed of an old lady and consist of legs of gold, silver, inferior silver and copper in anticlockwise direction from the star of contact to the trailing 3 that form the 3 thieves who are trying to steal the bed. In turn they keep the old lady from falling asleep. It is believed that if the old lady sleeps, i.e. Saptarshi sets, the earth will come to an end. This refers to the circumpolar nature of Saptarshi. 16 Auriga Mrug Visible in the last week of May at 4 am indicates arrival of monsoon 17 Belt of Orion Tipan, Naagarda, Nangar, Nangir, Nangel. In table 3 we have listed the villages in which we were told the same or largely similar stories or identification names of various objects. 
Conclusion
The Gond community is clearly an ancient civilisation in its own right dating to a period well before the arrival of Dravidians in the south India. Their genetics, lifestyle and mythologies all confirm this. In the present study we have analysed their astronomical perspective. Even our brief survey confirms that their astronomy is not influenced by later developments and is sustained by several ancient ideas.
The stories and other astronomical material we received can be divided into the following categories.
 Daily time keepers -Sun, Moon, Jevan Tara, Pahat Sukum, glow around the moon  Calendrical -constellation rise time, seasons  Expression of human activities -Tipan and related star groups, Murda  Mythological -Comets, Milkyway, Shooting star  Cosmogonical -Saptarshi
It is clear that the Gond people used astronomy for a variety of purposes from simple daily and annual time keeping to projecting their life in the skies and cosmogony. Note that all their festivals are based on the Lunar Calendar (table 1) . However, they don't seem to have used it for navigation. We also did not find a single instance when they numbered their calendars beyond 3 years needed to add the intercalary month. Clearly, given the scope of the Gond culture, this must be more of a memory loss rather than a tradition. Together therefore even this sample study indicates Gond interest and perception of astronomy with underlying mythologies and practical ideas. That they had a very well pursued idea of the intercalary month suggests sensitivity to seasons and synchronisation of solar and lunar calendars. Their firm and commonly held belief and knowledge of comets which typically appears only a few times in a century also indicate a certain amount of continuing tradition of astronomical and other observations. However, they clearly lacked any knowledge of a more common (and periodic) phenomenon of eclipses indicating either absence of very keen observation method or, equally likely, blocking away of information that did not easily fit their world view.
Another marked feature of their astronomy is the absence of gods or super-humans except in Saptarshi. This again suggests that in spite of being agrarian in lifestyle, they were not given to grandiose speculations on the great heavens and the events occurring in the skies.
All in all therefore, it seems that the Gond astronomy has its roots in the early farming needs and was designed several thousand years ago when there was no Pole Star and Saptarshi was circumpolar, which happened around 1000 BC. This reinforces the general consensus that Gond community's origin are much older than previously thought. There also seems to have been little later modification in this basically utilitarian approach to life and environment which is a hallmark of Gond traditions.
It would be useful to follow up this study in greater detail and endeavour to compare the astronomical views of the Gonds with those of other tribes.
